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The George and Ernest Rodd story begins in Liskeard, Cornwall. The 1844 Pigot’s Directory cites, ‘William 
Rodd, Tailor, Higher Lux Street’. In 1846, William Rodd, a well-established tailor and mercer, marries Elizabeth 
Masey. The Rodd family will be associated with Higher Lux Street for the next 110 years (and presumably the 

same house at number 37), with Ada and Emma (spinsters) as the final residents. 

The five-room stone house is soon filled with the Rodd children: Horace (1847), William John (1849), James (1854), 
Ellen (1856), Alfred (1859), Emma (1863), and Ada (1866). Ellen, Emma and Ada all become dressmaker/tailoress/
draper’s assistants linked to the family trade, while the male members of  the family are employed as follows: Horace 
(Customs Officer), William John Rodd (Cabinetmaker), James (Grocer and Paper Merchant) and Alfred (Grocer).

In 1875, William John Rodd married Miss Martha Ann Georgina Finch, a servant girl from Devon. In the same year, the 
newlyweds migrate as ‘Assisted Passengers’ to New Zealand to escape the hardships that had befallen Cornwall.

Cornwall had lapsed into economic crisis with the failure of  the tin industry in 1871. Once the world’s premier tin 
exporter, Cornwall could not compete with the newly discovered resources in Australia, Malaya and Bolivia. This 
affected not only the miners, but other trades associated with mining: toolmakers, carpenters, engineers, pump makers 
and carters all suffered from the decline. Referred to as the ‘Cornish Diaspora’, by 1871 to 1881 one third of  the Cornish 
mining population had emigrated, and New Zealand was a popular choice for many.

During the 1870s the New Zealand Government 
introduces ‘The Vogel Scheme’ as an immigrant incentive 
to entice primarily Cornish emigration. The New Zealand 
government establishes recruitment agencies in Cornwall, 
with newspaper promotions, posters and flyers creating a 
huge amount of  public interest. The offer of  assisted (or 
in some cases free) passage becomes a deciding factor for 
emigrants to select New Zealand as their new home. 

In 1875, William John and Martha board the vessel Soukar 
(of  the Shaw, Savill & Co.), for their destination of  Timaru, 
South Island. The Soukar, built in 1864, was purchased by 
the Shaw Savill Company ten years later, and placed on the 
New Zealand trade to carry immigrants and general cargo. 
She was a large iron ship of  1,304 tons but, like many other 
vessels sent out by the company in the sixties and seventies, 
was not very comfortable for passengers. On 24 January 
1876, after 105 days at sea, William John and Martha arrive 
in New Zealand, but not without mishap. 

Assisted emigration passenger list for the Soukar, 1875. Source: New Zealand Archives – New Zealand Passenger Lists Canterbury provincial assisted 
immigrants 1839–1973.

New Zealand emigration advertisement, 1873.
Source: ourfamilystories.gen.nz ‘Free and Assisted Passages’.
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‘The Soukar experienced fine weather until abreast of  the Cape on December 23, when the wind veered to the west, 
and was blowing a perfect hurricane. On the morning of  December 24 the foretopsail was lost when trying to take it in. 
The main topsail also blew clean out of  the bolt rope. Shortly after a heavy sea struck the ship, carrying away the fore 
topgallant mast, the flying jib boom, and port whisker; also a portion of  the topgallant bulwarks, and made a clean sweep 
of  everything movable off  the poop. Capt. Adams and the chief  officer were knocked down, and narrowly escaped 
being washed overboard. Two of  the channel plates in the fore rigging were carried away from the stern. After two days 
of  this terrible weather the gale moderated, and the vessel experienced fine weather until sighting the Snares (Islands – 
NZ) on January 16.’ (Source: White Wings, Vol I. Fifty Years Of  Sail in the New Zealand Trade.)

‘The Immigrants for Timaru from the Soukar, at Lyttelton, numbering 84 adults, arrived here yesterday morning early 
by the steamer Lady Bird; and they and their luggage were landed by the Timaru Landing and Shipping Company, and 
the Government Service in about two hours. The immigrants comprise families equal to 43½ adults, 30 single men, and 
11 single women. The single women are mostly domestic servants, and the men follow occupations which fit then for 
colonists, the greater number of  them, being farm laborers. Immediately after landing, the immigrants were conveyed to 
the barracks. A coach load of  the new-comers will leave for Waimate this morning at 10 o’clock, and engagement can 
be made at the barracks there on and after Saturday next. At the Timaru barracks, the families are open for engagements 
now, but the single women, cannot be secured for situations until tomorrow.’ (Source: Timaru Herald, 28 January 1876.)

The first appearance of  Rodd in the New Zealand records appears in 1877, with the birth of  their first child, William, 
followed by Ada Maud (1878), Alfred Horace (1879), George (1882), Ethel (1884), and Ernest (1886). All of  the children 
were born in Timaru.

During the 1880s, William John Rodd is a land owner with a quarter acre block in Timaru. The last record of  Rodd in 
New Zealand was in the Voters List of  1884. ‘The Longest Depression’, 1885 to 1890, inflicted severe conditions across 
New Zealand, and was possibly a reason for the end of  Rodd entries in the New Zealand records. Australia had become 
more attractive in views of  settlement, as it was experiencing an economic boom, the contributing factor in the exodus 
across the Tasman to Victoria.

There are no definite records of  the Rodds arriving in Australia, but the manifest of  the vessel Manapouri indicates that 
in August 1888, a Mrs Rodd with a young family boards in Dunedin to sail to Melbourne.

Soukar, De Maus Collection, Alexander Turnbull.
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Manapouri Overseas Passenger Lists, New Zealand Ports, 1888. Source: Series – VPRS 13439; Series title – Inward Overseas Passenger Lists (New 
Zealand Ports) [Microfiche Copy of VPRS 947].
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Destination 
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‘The worst plague of all’, Melbourne Punch, 29 October 1891.
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The late 1880s saw the Melbourne inner suburbs as a prime area for emigrant settlement. South Yarra, the newly 
created ward of  the city of  Prahran (1887), was one such area. The affordability of  managing the substantial 
estates remnants of  the land boom at the start of  the decade saw the larger properties subdivide their blocks, 

selling off  the lower lands for workers cottages, thus incorporating a working ‘class’ into the area. 

Upon the Rodd’s arrival in 1888, their first residence is in Chapel Street, St Kilda, but they soon relocate and settle in 
the South Yarra area. In 1890, the birth of  John Rodd (the first Australian-born of  the Rodd family) is recorded. Young 
John lived three days, and with bronchial convulsions being the cause of  death, he was interned at the St Kilda Cemetery. 
Melbourne had a notoriously high infant mortality rate up to this time, and was coping with the arrival of  the Russian 
Flu epidemic. Whilst the influenza outbreak was mild in comparison to the Spanish Flu pandemic in 1912, severe cases 
caused complications with bronchial and lung inflammation. 

Matters soon worsen for the Rodd family as Melbourne’s economy crashes. The boom of  1880 had burst its speculative 
bubble, creating in its wake the ‘Great Depression’ of  the 1890s. The Great Depression savages all areas of  Melbourne’s 
development, industry and financial stability. Banks close, public works halt, foreclosures and insolvencies ruin the 
business sector, as employers and employees alike face the prospect of  poverty and homelessness. 

The following year, yet another disaster was to besiege Melbourne with the ‘Great Flood’ of  1891. On 11 July, a 
torrential storm front, coupled with severe south-westerly gale force winds, floods Melbourne and its surrounding areas. 
South Yarra is inundated as the floodwaters submerge the low-lying areas, rendering 200 homes uninhabitable and 
800 homeless. It is not known if  the Rodd family was directly affected by the flood, but at the time they lived in the 
vicinity of  the floodplain. Soon after this period, the Rodd family are recorded shifting from rental to rental, mostly 
located within the South Yarra ward. 

By 1893, William John and Martha with children William 16, Ada 15, Alfred Horace 14, George 11, Ethel 9 and 
Ernest 6 relocate to the property of  7 Tyrone Street, South Yarra. This property is one of  many owned by the Mitchell 
family, part of  the late Sarah Mitchell Trust. In 1894, the Rodd family settle into 16 Arthur Street, another Mitchell 
property. In 1895, the death of  Mr John Mitchell (the husband of  Sarah Mitchell) sees all of  the properties divided 
between his children and his second wife. Louisa Cooper.

City of Prahran Rates Book, 1894. Source: Public Records Office, Victoria, Australia. Series title: 2344/P Microfilm Copy Of Rate Books [1856–1901].
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The Great Flood of July 1891. Top: Toorak Road, South Yarra, and above: Punt Road, South Yarra. Source: State Library of Victoria, J J Blundell.
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In 1897, William John Rodd is admitted to the Prince Alfred Hospital in Melbourne suffering from chronic nephritis. 
On 26 July, aged 48 and overcome by disease, William John is pronounced dead. William John Rodd was buried alongside 
his young son in the St Kilda Cemetery. No records of  probate can be found, which would indicate that William J Rodd 
left very little inheritance for his widow, Martha, and his children.

William John Rodd, 1849–1897. Photograph courtesy Rodd-Perry; and the funeral notice for William John Rodd. Source: National Library of Australia, 
The Age, Wednesday 28 July 1897.



Chapter 3:
A new dawn
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T he turn of  the century heralds a new dawn for the Rodd family. In 1900, the eldest son, William Rodd, marries 
Frances Marshall Mitchell (the granddaughter of  Mr John Mitchell), the neighbour from the previous Tyrone 
Street residence in South Yarra. Alfred Horace Rodd marries Miss Lilian Lydia Greenwood in 1905, relocating 

to Carlton, and by 1907, Ethel Rodd marries Real Estate Agent, Mr Gerald Hamilton, and are living in Prahran.

Martha, Ada, George and Ernest are living in South Richmond in 1903, St Kilda in 1908, Toorak in 1909, and finally 
South Melbourne in 1912. During this period, the electoral roles list Martha – Home Duties, Ada – Factory Hand/Box 
Maker, George – Jeweller and Ernest as a Grocer. It is interesting to note Ada’s occupation working as a Factory Hand/
Box Maker, as it can be assumed that the Rodd family either needed income for Ada to have been working, or she was 
engaging the skills to complement George’s trade.

From the age of  11, Ernest set to the necessity of  earning money for the family. He forgoes his education in order to 
sell papers and work as a messenger boy for stores in South Yarra. Eventually he gains employment with grocery stores, 
which leads to the position of  manager in the J D Howie grocery store in South Melbourne.

J D Howie had stores in Collingwood, Brunswick, South Melbourne, Fitzroy, Clifton Hill, Abbotsford, Malvern, North 
Melbourne, Prahran, North Carlton, South Yarra, Northcote, Camberwell and Moonee Ponds – reputedly 50 stores 
in all. A successful business man, John Donald Howie was to be a councillor in the Camberwell Council (1922–1932), 
Major of  Camberwell (1927–1928), and a director with G J Coles Ltd (1930).

Left: William Rodd and Frances Marshall Mitchell on their wedding day. Photograph courtesy Anthony Stutterd. Right: Lillian Lydia Greenwood. 
Photograph courtesy Rodd-Perry.
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Ernest Rodd. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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In 1912, the Rodd family address was 291 Clarendon Street, South Melbourne, which was the South Melbourne 
J D Howie store. This newly erected two-storey building was part of  a strip of  business premises replacing the old 
Presbyterian church. In 1914, Ernest, who is developing into an astute business man with an entrepreneurial stance on 
the future, purchases the store from J D Howie. Realising the importance of  modernisation in product and service, 
he transforms the South Melbourne store from a humble grocers to a store that ‘will satisfy’, and with a phone 
delivery service.   

Top: J D Howie Store, Queens Parade, Clifton Hill, 1910. Source: Images of Yesteyear, Clifton Hill. Above: Ernest Rodd’s advertisement for his grocery 
store, 29 Clarendon Street, South Melbourne, 1915. Source: National Library of Australia, Newspapers, The Advocate, Melbourne, 6 February 1915.
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In 1917, Alfred Horace and Lilian Rodd relocate to 35 Dorcas Street, South Melbourne, and Alfred’s occupation of  
driver (presumably for the grocery store) has now changed to Grocer.

From 1903, George Rodd had been recorded as a jeweller. By 1915, he had completed seven years of  working as a 
Jeweller in the employ of  Mr Thomas William Briden of  37 Greeves Street, St Kilda. Mr Briden was the son in-law 
of  Louisa Cooper (relic of  John Mitchell) through marriage to her daughter Louisa Frances Cooper. It is not recorded 
when George started his apprenticeship with Mr Briden, but he was, undoubtedly, in the hands of  a specialist in the 
jewellery business.

In 1871, at the age of  18, Mr Briden is listed as a jeweller living/working as a tradesman close to the precinct of  the 
‘Jewellery Quarter’ in Birmingham, England. Situated within a 1.07-square-kilometre (264-acre) area, the ‘Quarter’ was 
acknowledged as Europe’s largest concentration of  businesses involved in the jewellery trade. The development of  
electroplating in 1841 at Birmingham’s Elkington Silver Electroplating Works became yet another layer of  the already 
lucrative jewellery trade industrialising the sector. Royal Patronage of  Birmingham jewellery propelled the area into being 
the global hub of  all gold, silver and jewel manufacture exporting throughout the British Empire, and by 1880 there were 
nearly 700 workshops listed in a local directory. Many were family businesses were carried out in their own homes, and 
successful jewellers would eventually use up the entire house as a workshop. Other family members would earn income 
by producing leather or paper boxes, which were used extensively by jewellers to protect finishes articles. If  demand had 
outlived the working premises, they would expand by building more outbuildings in the back gardens of  the houses.

In 1880, Mr Briden marries Louisa Frances Cooper and joins her father Anthony Cooper (jeweller) and brother Edwin 
Cooper (gold chain maker) in the ‘Quarter’ belt of  artisans. In the 1881 census, Mr Briden’s occupation is now that of  
a Gold Ring Maker. The depression of  the 1880s, and temporary decline in the industry, may have been the reason for 
the emigration of  the Cooper/Briden family to Victoria, Australia, in 1884.

The Bridens take up residence in 26 Palermo Street, South Yarra, where Mr Briden is listed as a working jeweller in 1899. 
Primarily a gold ring, bracelet, gold chain and bangle maker, his work was marked by a ‘spinning top’ motif, as well as 
the MJA (Manufacturing Jewellers’ Association) Victorian guarantee stamps. In 1903, Mr Briden purchases ‘Barletta’ at 
37 Greeves Street, St Kilda, where he continues his jewellery business. George Rodd’s employment with Mr Briden and 
Edwin Cooper would have been distinctly ‘Birmingham’ – and the culture, skill, style and manufacturing would resonate 
into to the future success of  the Rodd empire.

The Property Transfer Title for 37 Greeves Street, Thomas William Briden, 1903. 
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The Rodd Family (circa 1910). Seated (left to right): Ethel, Martha and Ernest. Standing: George and Ada. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private 
Collection.
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Chapter 4:
World War 1
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World War 1 was well underway by the time George Rodd enlisted on 20 September 1915. Enlistment 
at that time was voluntary, and Ernest, Alfred and William, all with family responsibilities, elected to stay 
at home.

The Australian and New Zealand Army Corps were in a dire position. The massive loss of  troops five months prior at 
the Gallipolli landing, and the recent carnage from the August Offensive, had exhausted what remained of  the Allied 
forces. The popular thought that the war would be over by Christmas was now a delusion, as the realities of  a World 
War sunk in.

Thousands of  Victorians like George were sent to the Broadmeadows camp for a month to be trained in the use of  
bayonets, rifles, entrenching tools and general warfare. On 22 November 1915, George Rodd (Gunner) of  the 6th Field 
Artillery Brigade of  the 16th Battery, embarks to Egypt onboard the HMAT A34 Persic, destination Marseilles.

‘From Marseilles, the men travelled north to “The Nursery” sector near Armentières, to “acclimatise” to conditions 
on the Western Front. They found desolation, featureless terrain, devoid of  cover, bare earth, which became quagmire 
when rain came. Soldiers sheltered from the elements and enemy shells in miserable dugouts, walked duckboard lined 
trenches, and hopped from one mud-filled shell hole to another. In some sections of  the line, trenches could not be dug. 
High water tables necessitated breastworks of  piled sandbags instead. Rats and lice, and foul smells – of  stale food, body 
odour, urine, excrement and decomposing bodies – were constant companions.’ — Neil Sharky, Fromelles and Pozières: 
100 years on, www.nationalgeographic.com.au

A month later, George is ordered to Pozieres to reinforce the battle-weary troops of  the 1st Division. On 29 July, an 
ill-managed campaign sees a bloodbath of  3,500 Australian troops, with George injured – a gunshot wound to his right 
hand. His wounds are severe and he is transported to England for hospitalisation. In December 1916, George is returned 
to duty via Etaples retraining camp for the wounded. Leading up to August, his division was involved in the 2nd Battle 
of  Bullecourt and the Third Battle of  Ypres, and unfortunately the horrendous conditions of  living in the trenches had 
George transported back to England suffering from Trench Fever (Pyrexia Unknown Origin – PUO). Trench Fever 
was first reported in the trenches of  the Western Front in December 1914. Trench Fever attacked all armies and, until 
the final year of  the war, baffled doctors and researchers. In 1918, the cause was identified as excretions from lice – the 
debilitating condition affecting nearly 1 million soldiers.

George is reunited with his brigade at the end of  1917. His unit, the 6th Artillery Brigade of  the 2nd Division (Anzac 
Corps 1), remains in action till the end of  the war. George Rodd was engaged in some of  the bloodiest battles in WW1, 
lived in the most squalid conditions, and overcame injury and disease to do his duty for King and Country. At the end 
of  the war, George boarded the troop vessel HMAT A54 Runic, arriving back in Australia on 13 June 1919. 

Memorial plaque to the battle honours of the 2nd Australian Division, Mont St Quentin, Peronne, France. c1925. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.

Group portrait of soldiers and officers from a battalion of George Rodd’s 6th Brigade, newly arrived in Flanders, 1916. Source: The Australian War 
Memorial.
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The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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The WW1 service records of George Rodd, 1915–1919. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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Footy on the Front. Employed as a means to boost morale, mateship and fitness, units were encouraged to participate in team sports. 
The 16th Battery Australian Field Artillery football team took part in the football tour in March 1919, France. George Rodd is front row, second from left. 
Source: The Australian War Memorial.

Group portrait of members of the 16th Battery, 6th Brigade Australian Field Artillery, early 1919. These thirty-eight soldiers were the remnants of the 
original battery of 200 men who left Australia in 1915 on SS Persic. George Rodd is third from left, front row. Source: The Australian War Memorial.
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Chapter 5:
37 Greeves Street, 
St Kilda
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With George Rodd overseas as part of  the Allied Forces in 1915, Ernest Rodd takes on the family responsibilities 
of  his mother and sister, as they all lived together in the Clarendon Street store. 

In 1917, Ernest weds Miss Muriel Timper, making his recently acquired property in Plant Street, Malvern, 
their family home. Alfred, now a grocer by trade, is managing the store at 35 Dorcas Street, South Melbourne. In 1919, 
he relocates to a grocery store at 62 Moray Street, South Melbourne, and Alfred takes ownership of  the Moray Street 
Grocers in 1924. William Rodd is living in Mills Street, Hampton – trade occupation, mechanic. Ethel Hamilton is 
residing at her family home ‘Derry’ in East Malvern.

George returns from the war in 1919, finding the Briden jewellery business closed and his former employer and mentor, 
Thomas William Briden, terminally ill. It is said [that] Mr Briden said, ‘George, you’d better open the place up” – which 
he did. A short time later, Mr Briden died, and George negotiated to buy the business and the property at 37 Greeves 
Street, St Kilda.

George received substantial orders for alberts, bangles and other accessories from S Hoffney & Co. Ernest financed 
him to the extent of  £3,000. George was a good-hearted casual bloke, and to protect his investment Ernest decides to 
sell up his grocery stores and join George as G & E Rodd. Ernest could see the potential of  jewellery manufacture as a 
viable concern. 

In 1921, George, Martha and Ada all reside at 37 Greeves Street, with a small wooden factory behind the house now 
becoming their livelihood. In 1922, Ernest, who was the businessman, actively joins the business and takes control of  
management and merchandising, as George, the artisan, concentrates on the manufacturing. 

The demand for employees soon became apparent as the business grew, and a number of  the new young staff  came 
from the Sea Scouts, who were based at Albert Park Lake. The first apprentice George acquired was a Sea Scout, and 
when another young lad was needed (in those days you proposed people for a job), the Sea Scouts would present another 
lad for the opportunity to join the team.

Initially producing popular small accessories of  the time – watch alberts, bangles, collar pins, etc. – by the mid-1920s, 
G&E Rodd has expanded into fine gold and silver pieces. They create catalogues for these items – wedding rings, signet 
rings, cufflinks, tie pins, brooches, bangles, lockets and crosses become available to the public and retailers. The public 
could obtain a catalogue for ordering, while retailers such as Dunklings, Prouds, Angus and Coote, and Drummonds, 
would have their own appropriate stamp.

It was also around this time that the APEX mark 
appeared. Originally used as a standard, it soon 
becomes their silver and gold hallmark until, in 
1948, it was replaced by the Rodd mark. G&E 
Rodd’s speciality in APEX were the gold rings, a 
skill passed down by the late Thomas Briden. The 
selection in the ring catalogue was extensive in 
design and size, and popular due its affordability. 

During the later stage of  the decade, George 
and Ernest Rodd are in partnership with Ernest 
Wilberforce Tilley (a watchmaker), but by 1928, the 
partnership is dissolved. This proves to be a wise 
move, as in 1936, Ernest Wilberforce Tilley is sued 
for damages as a result of  breaching an existing 
business covenant.

The Apex registration, by George and Ernest Rodd, in 1926. 
Source: National Library of Australia.

The dissolution of the G&E Rodd partnership with Ernest Wilberforce Tillley. 
Source: National Library of Australia, The Argus, Judicial and Law Notices, 
Melbourne, 23 February 1928.
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The suite of G&E Rodd hallmarks. Source: Cavill, K. (1987). The jewellery and 
silverware of G&E Rodd, Australiana Magazine 9(1).
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Chapter 6:
The Great 
Depression
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Abush worker remembers, ‘Depression! There’s always been a depression in Australia as far back as I can 
remember. I was walking the country looking for work from the end of  the First World War until the start 
of  the Second, till 1939!’ – Source: Wendy Lowenstein, Weevils in the Flour: an oral record of  the 1930s depression in 

Australia. 20th Anniversary Edition, Scribe, Melbourne, Australia.

In 1930, the Great Depression is again ravaging Australia. Unemployment is rife and businesses are closing down, 
bankrupt, insolvent. G&E Rodd are, however, staunch in their commitment to succeed, and continue to be a progressive 
firm. 

In 1930, due to the retirement of  Thomas Tilbury and a restructuring of  his jewellery manufacturing business Tilbury 
and Lewis Pty Ltd, G&E Rodd purchases jewellery dies and stock from the company. In 1931, jewellery machinery 
and dies were purchased from the well-established jewellery manufacturers Willis and Sons. Then, in 1933, G&E Rodd 
bought the company A H Wittenbach and Co. (medal, badge, die-sinkers and engravers). These acquisitions extended 
the current range of  gold, silver, embossed and engraved to include enamelling and gilt metal, making G&E Rodd a 
prominent manufacturer in this area. The purchase of  A H Wittenbach and Co., would later reveal itself  to have been 
one of  great foresight, as by 1940, G&E Rodd would be the manufacturers for Australian military badges during World 
War 2 (see page #).

It was also during the depression that G&E Rodd included silver and electroplated nickel silver (EPNS) tableware to 
their repertoire of  fine goods. Predominately flatware and accessories, G&E Rodd capitalised on the High Tea elegance 
of  the 1930s, with cake forks, cake spoons, coffee spoons, cake severs, serviette rings and enamelled spoons gracing 
many a grand table setting. G&E Rodd also introduced children’s flatware to their range, and sets of  children’s spoons, 
forks, knives, cups and even silver dummy chains were the only gift one could give at Christenings, and were extremely 
popular. Prior to World War 2, only small silverware had been manufactured because the machinery was not strong 
enough to make tableware. George and Ernest’s sister, Ada Rodd, helped with the packing and carding of  jewellery – 
sewing medals to cards and securing bangles on to cards for display. Ada was integral to the commercial presentation of  
the G&E Rodd products. 

In 1930, George Rodd marries Miss Verna Ross Harris Glew, and they settle in their property on Balaclava Road. 
Ernest and Muriel have acquired what will become their lasting heritage – their home in Toorak, and by 1935, their son 
Maxwell is in his final year at Scotch College. Sadly, on 21 March 1935, Martha Ann Georgina Rodd passes away at the 
age of  81.

In 1936, at only 19 years of  age, Maxwell Rodd joins the company, and he became the new face of  Rodd. Although he 
studied accountancy at night, it was his intuitive marketing and business sense that, like his father, projected Rodd into 
the future. His open-hearted approach to employees and associates revered him into time immemorial.

In 1937, George was elected to represent employers on the Victorian Jewellery Board, while Ernest had his sights set on 
a new venture. Ernest collaborated with other investors looking at the development of  the corner of  Acland and Robe 
Streets., St Kilda. A proposal to build an eleven-story building, comprising 228 serviced apartments, was put forward to 
the St Kilda Council. The council rejected the proposal on the grounds that the area was zoned ‘Residential’.

Maxwell spent his 21st birthday in bed with tuberculosis, before travelling to Clare Station, New South Wales, as a 
bookkeeper, returning to Melbourne only for the hot summer. As his health improved, he was able to do more active 
work at Clare Station, including mustering on horseback. He gradually returned to full-time work in the city, but always 
enjoyed returning to Clare Station to help with the shearing. His enforced recuperation in the country fostered a lifelong 
love of  the Australian outback that he passed on his family.

By the late 1930s, regardless of  the setbacks throughout the decade, G&E Rodd had become a leading jewellery/
silverware manufacturer.
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Martha Ann Georgina Rodd. c1890. Photograph courtesy of Rodd Perry.
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Ernest and Martha Rodd. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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The rejection by St Kilda Council of Ernest Rodd’s application for a permit to develop land on the corner of 
Acland and Robes Streets, St Kilda, on the grounds that the area was zoned ‘Residential’. Source: austlii.edu.au 
The King v City of St Kilda, ex parte Rodd.
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Chapter 7:
World War 2
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‘Our staying power, and particularly the staying power of  the mother country, will be best assisted by keeping 
our production going; by continuing our avocations and our business as fully as we can; by maintaining 
employment and with it our strength.’ — Sir Robert Gordon Menzies’ Address to the Nation, 9.15pm, 

3 September 1939.

With the world now at war, G&E Rodd had no choice but to adapt as all factories not engaged on war work were closed 
down. G&E Rodd created a Tool Room, and subsequently became very important in the manufacturing of  gauges and 
tools for war production. In addition, bullet parts were made in three, eight hour shifts, day and night. The Tool Room 
worked two, 12 hour shifts for three and half  years – producing bullet cases, detonator caps, bomb racks, component 
parts for optical instruments, machine tools, gauges, buckles and badges. G&E Rodd was now in full manufacture. The 
general public had to hand in their binoculars/field glasses to G&E Rodd, who calibrated the optics before sending 
them off  to the troops for the war effort. It was unlikely you would ever saw your binoculars again! The company had 
machinery that was able to do other fine optical adjustments on instruments and, as a result, would become a key player 
for the war effort.  

Wartime policy was counterproductive to the jewellery trade, as many of  their suppliers were based overseas. G&E 
Rodd was furnished with ‘Trading with the Enemy’ notifications for their dealings with Alfred Czersovsky Gablonz 
(Germany), Gustad Schmidt (Germany), and H Sechaud & Co, Paris. During wartime, the company was only permitted 
to make wedding rings. Military jewellery, however, started to be important, with lockets for pictures of  boyfriends, 
bangles with AIF,  RAAF or NAVY engravings, creating prominent sales volume. The only cutlery that was allowed to 
be manufactured was for the hospitals.

The workforce in the 1940s had diminished due to war time enlistment, and many industries suffered due to this 
shortage. G&E Rodd, however, did not appear to have the same problem as they employed women to fill the void. This 
was viewed as a ‘make do’ solution, however G&E Rodd continued to employ a high volume of  women throughout 
its many years of  operation. Maxwell’s health had also improved, and he became an air raid warden for the war effort.

The 1940s saw the development of  G&E Rodd as an expansive industrial complex – a result of  expanding war time 
production. The established 37 Greeves Street address was extended through the acquisition of  39 Greeves Street and 
144, 146, 148, 150/152 Barkly Street. The house at 37 Greeves Street was redesigned as an impressive split-level red 
brick residence/working premises, with a factory building extending the length of  the property. 39 Greeves Street was 
incorporated, keeping the old Victorian house for residence and later, a product development premises. The surrounding 
area was utilised as a carpark. Along with the Barkly Street properties, G&E Rodd had amassed an industrial block with 
a main street entrance. 150/152 Barkly Street was rebuilt as an administration and factory premises, while 144, 146 and 
148 were utilised as warehousing and fabrication, with both areas separated by a laneway.

With the end of  WW2 on 15 August 1945, G&E Rodd put the silverware and jewellery back into full production, and 
catalogues were again available.

Sadly, on 6 February 1947, Ernest’s wife, Muriel, dies at the age of  50. After the death of  his beloved wife, Ernest 
decided he needed to send Maxwell to England to improve the post-war supply of  ‘jewellers’ findings’, such as clasps 
and catches for necklaces and bracelets. What was already a close friendship between Max and medical student Nan 
Green, became a marriage, as Max expected to be away for some time. Max, having had tuberculosis, was not sure he 
would live to retirement age (62), and as such, Nan would never have the chance to go to England unless she went with 
him now. As newlyweds, they flew to England by flying boat from Rose Bay, Sydney.
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The outline of G&E Rodd’s 1940s property expansion. Source: State Library of Victoria, Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works detail plan, 1372, 
City of St Kilda, 1897.
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G&E Rodd Social Club Outing, with employees Cath Maher (centre) and Frank Deslandes (right), Gembrook, 1941. Photograph courtesy of Elizabeth 
Scammell.
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Returned From Active Service Badge. Issued to members of the Navy, AIF (including the AANS), RAAF, 
Voluntary Aid Detachments, approved representatives of philanthropic bodies, and Official Press Correspondents 
and Official Photographers, upon return from service abroad. Source: WW2 Commonwealth of Australia War 
Service Badges 1939–1945. Courtesy of Digger History.

Mothers and Widows Badge. To be issued to the mother and/or widow of a member of the RAN, AIF (including 
AANS), or RAAF killed in action, or died of wounds or from other causes whilst on service, or as a result of 
such service. Additional stars would be added in the case of the death of more than one child. Source: WW2 
Commonwealth of Australia War Service Badges 1939–1945. Courtesy of Digger History.

General Service Badge. To those who volunteer for service overseas but who are retained, permanently or 
temporarily, in Australia for Home Service, is only a selection of the criteria required. Source: WW2 Commonwealth 
of Australia War Service Badges 1939–1945. Courtesy of Digger History.
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The Life of Melbourne. Clockwise from top left: Source: National Library of Australia, Married in Toorak, The Argus, Melbourne, 5 March 1947; 
England Ahead, The Argus, Melbourne, 5 March 1947; and HoneyMoon, The Argus, Melbourne, 17 March 1947.
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Photographs
from the Rodd
Private Collection
c1940
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Ernest and Muriel Rodd, c.1940. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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Top and above: the G& E Rodd factory, 150 Barkly Street, St Kilda, c.1940. Photographs courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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The G&E Rodd Head Office at 37 Greeves Street, St Kilda, c.1940. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.

The jewellery department, behind 37 Greeves Street, St Kilda, c.1940. Photograph courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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Maxwell Rodd, c.1940. Photography courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.
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Chapter 8:
A modern and 
progressive firm
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Post-WW2 saw the world having to come to terms with the devastation of  six years of  conflict. Australia suffered 
from a severe labour shortage, with the deaths of  27,000 and 23,000 wounded significantly impacting the working 
population. In Europe, the desperate plight of  millions of  displaced refugees became an international dilemma. 

Emigration was deemed to be an ideal solution for both issues. From 1947 through the next 30 years, Australia was to 
become home to millions of  refugees and emigrants from all walks of  life and nationalities. G&E Rodd employed ‘new 
migrants’ as a matter of  course. The only reference needed was either an avouchment from an employee, or simply the 
willingness to work.

G&E Rodd gave advancement opportunities to all its employees, shifting the status from a mere job to a worthwhile 
career move. It was this standard practice, started in the 1940s, that set Rodd apart from other factories.

As former G&E Rodd employee, Geoffrey Oliver, remembers, ‘Careers were substantially forged from the 
bottom up at Rodd. This was true in my case when I started in 1962. I commenced in dispatch, handling 
and shipping stock to customers. Then a stint driving stock to customers before starting in the factory. 
Management believed in diversified knowledge, so my factory time included a formal apprenticeship as a fitter 
and turner, then a period in supervision of  different production departments. The next phase of  learning 
was as a sales representative before entering the ranks of  management. Some stayed on the technical side 
without embarking in the sales phase to become production/technical directors, while others stayed in finance. 
I continued on to being the General Manager.’

G&E Rodd paved the way for working Australians to succeed and put into place progressive standards not always 
accepted by other industries at the time. The 4½ day week, equal pay for women from 1956, and multicultural 
opportunities all confirm that G&E Rodd were the forefathers of  employment conditions we take for granted today.

Work in the factory started at 7.45am and finished at 5.03pm. The week finished on Friday at 12.30pm, thus accomplishing 
the 48-hour week. Waiting outside the factory on Barkly Street, would be a line-up of  taxis eager to take the ‘G&E Rodd 
girls’ shopping on Friday afternoon. The Friday afternoon off  made G&E Rodd a very attractive employer.

The men responsible for filing the edges smooth on gold objects always wore thick sweaters and filed towards themselves, 
so as to catch the gold dust on their sweater fibres. Wives/girlfriends then collected the dust on washing day! Max 
remembered that about £30,000 of  gold dust was collected in the drain from mopping the floors of  the building 
annually!

Tragically, on 16 February 1948, Ernest Rodd suffers a fatal heart attack from a pre-existing condition. Ernest’s death 
brings an end to the G&E Rodd partnership.
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‘Three hundred employes [sic] at a factory operated at St. Kilda by Rodd (Australia), manufacturing 
jewellers, work a four days and a half week’. Source: National Library of Australia, The Age, Melbourne, 
12 October 1948.
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‘Excellent conditions and opportunities for advancement’. Source: National Library of Australia, The Argus, Melbourne, July 29 1947.

‘Excellent wage, rate same as male’. Source: National Library of Australia, The Argus, Melbourne, 5 May 1956.
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Chapter 9:
The birth of 
Rodd (Australia)
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After the death of  Ernest Rodd, there had to be a change of  business structure. Probate duties from Muriel’s 
death had already depleted funds, and now the impositions of  more taxation forced the Rodd business to 
consider becoming a public company. In September of  1948, G&E Rodd is made into a public company 

– Rodd (Australia) Ltd – with George Rodd (Founder), Max Rodd (Director), W F White (Finance), H W Buckley 
(Auditors), and A J Kennedy (Lawyers).

In May of  1949, Rodd (Australia) merge with Platers Pty Ltd of  Hecworth fame – a strategic move gaining the sole 
rights of  the name Hecworth and its silverware designs. Hans Henri Hecht and his accountant Mr Ellsworth (Hecworth) 
had been manufacturing silverplate since the 1920s as one of  many successful ventures of  H.Hecht and Co Pty Ltd. 
At the time of  the merger, Mr Ellsworth had passed away, and Mr Hecht though that his widow would be best served 
by having shares in a public company rather than a Pty Ltd. He was very happy to put his business into good hands. 
By 1940, Hecworth’s décor style of  the 30s gave way to the popular ornate Georgian-influenced Sheffield Reproduction 
designs, and Rodd (Australia) now had a comprehensive range of  tea sets, salvers and tableware to accompany their 
flatware. In 1950, Rodd apprentice Billie Low was sent to the Hecworth factory in Burnley Street, Richmond. 

As Billie remembers, ‘I had to learn all the Hecworth techniques so to be able to introduce the methods to Rodd 
(Australia) as part of  the merger. Sheffield Reproduction was very time-consuming due to the ornate design. All pieces 
were handmade and individually stamped by the craftsman’s number when completed. The dynamics of  the Hecworth 
factory was very different to Rodd (Australia). Max Rodd would freely chat and joke with you, while at Hecworth, the 
owner Mr Hecht was very reserved. Every Friday he would walk through the factory, always immaculately dressed and 
even wore spats for the occasion. If  he passed you, he would tip his Homberg hat in recognition. He never spoke to you, 
and would continue on his weekly route.’

In June 1949, Rodd (Australia) reacquaint themselves with Ernest Wilberforce Tilley (watchcase maker) by purchasing 
G Tilley Pty Ltd. Rodd (Australia) registers the new business as ‘Tempur Watchcase Co Pty Ltd St Kilda’, securing a 
lease at the Tilley factory at 655 Victoria Street, Abbotsford, for manufacturing. Rodd jewellery is now being advertised 
by Melbourne’s premier jewellers – Gaunts and Prouds – in the major newspapers. The commercialisation of  Rodd 
from this point will see the company take charge of  the media with their own individual concepts – a successful formula 
to which they will adhere to for the following decades of  manufacture. Rodd (Australia) also sells over 30,000 Mother 
Brooches in one year. The Mother Brooch was given to mothers for Mother’s Day, and the sales figures astonished the 
company’s management.

Above: Rodd to make public issue. 
Source: National Library of Australia, The Argus 

Melbourne, 30 June 1948; and right: Rodd (Aust.) 
Ltd., Merger and new issue. Source: National Library of 

Australia, The Age, Melbourne, 17 May 1949. 

Above: Rodd (Aust.) Ltd. Purchases watch 
cases firm. Source: National Library of 
Australia, The Age, Melbourne, 3 June 1949. 
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The Rodd (Australia) Ltd share certificate, courtesy the Rodd Private Collection.                                                                                                                 
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Hecworth Silverware Catalogue, 1940. Courtesy of The Bruce Mc Cullough Collection.
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Billie Low with a Hecworth teapot. Billie started his apprenticeship with Rodd (Australia) in 1949. ‘Back in those 
days you had to wear wooden clogs and had old potato sacks as a protective apron – you had to work your way 
up to get a decent overcoat!’ By the 1960s, Billie Low was the manager of the Hecworth department. The 1970s 
saw Billie Low as a major element in the Rodd (Australia) sales and promotion sector, which included several 
television appearances. Photograph by Geoffrey Williams, courtesy of The Laneway Artspace, St Kilda.                                                                                              
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In 1951, Maxwell Rodd and his wife Nan went overseas to study and acquire patterns for the new generation of  Rodd 
silverware. Whilst in the USA, currency restrictions caused Maxwell and Nan problems. Maxwell was allowed $22 a 
day and Nan $15 for her entire stay. In New York, when it was realised a tip had to be given to the taxi driver, the 
driver looked at the tip and handed it back saying something like, ‘Here you have it, I think you need it more than me!” 
Stan Proud’s father, of  Sydney’s leading jewellery and silverware retailer renown and Rodd client, told Maxwell he could 
never survive on that, and gave him $1,000 so he could do his research properly. In the USA, they selected two patterns 
– Camille and Nemesia – designs that would become the popular benchmark of  Rodd style.

The decade of  the 1950 saw the silver plated flatware was put into high volume production, with the introduction of  
full service canteens. As Maxwell Rodd noted, ‘We were able to succeed in producing patterned cutlery because we had 
machines to produce tools for the production of  spoons and forks, and we had the presses to produce the articles. We 
also had the ability to produce the base metal (nickel silver). We were quick to realise that if  you put different patterns 
onto a standard “outline”or “blank” (a term used for the first pressing of  the cutlery shape before forming it, so it’s a flat 
piece of  metal in shape of  two-dimensional cutlery formation), that different patterns could be introduced. This gave us 
great variety and a wide market.” 

Cutlery development started in earnest. Rodd(Australia) were well-equipped to make the blanks, but knives were a 
problem until a license was arranged and they were imported from J Weld in Sheffield. 

The beautiful cutlery designs for which Rodd (Australia) was 
renowned, were created or reproduced by the talented project 
developer and manager, Graham Adams. After the completion 
of  his master design, it was then fixed in a pantograph machine 
and the scaled-down pattern would then be machined into a 
special tool steel block, and finished by hand by a die-sinker. These 
highly-skilled artisans brought to life the exquisite beauty of  the 
Rodd (Australia) flatware. Each new design was christened with 
a name. Titles like Camille, Jasmine, Berkeley, Acanthus, Brocade, 
Nemesia, Chippendale, Beaumont, Windsor, Albany, Carmen and 
Stardust not only designated the pattern, but complimented the style.

Right: Graham Adams designing Rodd cutlery; and below: Rodd cutlery designs 
from the 1950s. Source: The manufacture of table silverware by Rodd (Australia) Ltd. 

Courtesy of The Bruce Mc Cullough Collection.                                                                                               
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Frank Deslandes (Die-sinker/engraver/artist) at work in the Rodd factory, St Kilda. Photograph courtesy Jeffrey Deslandes.
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Rodd jewellery, as advertised in The Argus. Source: National Library 
of Australia, The Argus, Melbourne, 20 December 1951 and 
10 September 1951 editions.
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A glimpse inside 
the forgotten 
factory

Narration: Bruce McCullough. 
Photographs courtesy Jeffrey Deslandes.

All of the following photos were taken in 1964 in the die-sinking 
room, located in lower floor of 37 Greeves Street, St Kilda. 
From Greeves Street, the room was on the right-hand side, 
and took up approximately one-third of the frontage from the 
lane on the right. The windows in the photos look onto Greeves 
Street. It is here that I completed part of my engineering 
apprenticeship.
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Ted Crosley, die-sinker, forming/embossing dies for cutlery and Hecworth components.
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Alan Neighbour, die-sinking apprentice, whose Journeyman was Ted Crosley.
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Bob Toms, toolmaker, cutlery. Bob worked in the tool room next door where I was an apprentice. Bob was one of my mentors, and helped me to 
become a highly-trained tradesman.
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Pictured on the far left is Jack Bradshaw, toolmaker/die-sinker in the jewellery division, and third from the left is Ted Crosley. I spent the last couple of 
years of my five-year apprenticeship with Jack Bradshaw as my Journeyman. He was a highly experienced tradesman, and taught me to a very high 
standard of macro tool and die-making to produce jewellery components. His son, Frank, was also apprenticed to him. We developed a very close 
friendship.
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Pictured right is Graham Adams, foreman, cutlery/holloware die-sinking department. Ted Crosley has his back to the camera.
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Graham Adams, foreman, cutlery/holloware die-sinking department.
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Graham Adams, foreman, cutlery/holloware die-sinking department.

Bob Adams, trainee engineer, son of Graham Adams.
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Bob Adams, trainee engineer, son of Graham Adams.
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Frank Deslandes 
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Joy. Her job, working in Graham Adams department, was to clean, check and polish the embossing and forming dies after a production run. Joy’s 
husband was an engineer, and he gifted me for my birthday (23 December 1962), a spare copy he had of the Machinery’s Handbook. This was the 
engineer’s bible, and a new copy was very expensive and way beyond my pay scale. I was overwhelmed with his generosity. I still have this 1942 
edition (pictured below), and used it as a reference book until the time I retired.
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Chapter 10:
International 
recognition
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T he 1950s also saw the emergence of  stainless steel as the next movement in fine tableware, with Sweden the 
leader, followed closely by Germany. Maxwell brought stainless steel examples back to Australia from Europe 
to test their marketing potential, but he could not interest anyone in Australia, and eventually the stock was 

‘jobbed’ out at the Queen Victoria Market.

In 1958, it was decided to survey New Zealand with the intention of  increasing sales. It was a good market and Stewart 
Hopwood was persuaded to be the New Zealand director. It was very apparent, however, that New Zealand would very 
soon have import restrictions, so it was a rush to establish the factory. Pat Renwick was sent over to set it up, and it was 
a pretty hairy process to get off  the ground. Eventually, land was bought and a factory built, and Rodd (NZ) Ltd was 
soon an international extension of  Rodd (Australia) Ltd.

On 21 May 1959, after six months of  coronary complications, George Rodd dies from bronchopneumonia. He is laid 
to rest in the ‘Garden of  No Distant Place’ in the Springvale Cemetery at the age of  77. The Rodd empire will now 
continue in the hands of  Maxwell.

In early 1960, Maxwell goes to Japan to find ‘Lucky Wood’, a Japenese brand of  cutlery he had seen a few years prior, 
and also to examine the Japanese stainless steel cutlery industry. He thought the Rodd designs should be used, and placed 
an order for 2,000, 40-piece sets of  cutlery (a big deal for Australia!). Lucky Wood put this design on the home market, 
and it did really well, and was voted the best design in Japan. Meanwhile, the Rodd cutlery business has become so large, 
management are considering purchasing (at considerable expense) more powerful rolling mills instead of  continuing to 
send the product to be rolled at the neighbouring Myttons factories in nearby Port Melbourne and South Melbourne. 
Myttons Ltd are heavy manufacturing engineers and silverware manufacturers of  ‘Grosvenor’ plate fame.

One day, by chance, Max is lunching at the Windsor Hotel with Sir Kenneth Luke, who was not only President of  the 
Victorian Football League and a very influential businessman, but whose brand ‘Paramount’ (silverware produced by K 
G Luke Pty Ltd) was also a competitor to both the Rodd and Myttons products. It so happened that Reg Mytton was 
also lunching at the Windsor Hotel, and later phoned Max asking him, ‘Were you discussing merging with Sir Kenneth 
Luke? If  you’re going to merge with anyone it should be us!’

On 7 December 1960, Rodd (Australia) Ltd merge with Myttons Ltd and form Mytton Rodd (Australia) Ltd. The formal 
merger is a friendly takeover, with Rodd (Australia) Ltd retaining the old St Kilda factory for manufacture and the new 
factory in Auckland, New Zealand.

Maxwell Rodd continued his interest in Japanese suppliers, and in 1961 through connections with J H Marks’ (jewellery 
wholesaler) overseas agents, he got in touch with Sam Okhura. Sam was an agent, who spoke perfect English, and when 
asked about the table silver he followed the enquiry up and eventually produced other [family] manufacturers; [family 
names] Kumagai, Fuji, Yamazake and others. Rodd (Australia) kept buying from Lucky Wood (the Kobiashi family) but 
their deliveries were slow, so they switched mainly to Kumagai. The advantages of  buying from Japan was the variety 
of  designs offered, and their prices were very cheap. Rodd (Australia) didn’t have the equipment to manufacture the 
stainless steel in the factory so it was imported. This was the beginning of  a substantial business over the ensuing years.

At the St Kilda factory, the split-level premises on 37 Greeves Street remains as the jewellery centre. The lower level is an 
open plan cutlery press-shop vacillating press tool making and die sinking. The upper level houses part of  the jewellery 
manufacturing department, namely the hand engraving department, the bullion weighing scales, and the precious metal, 
sterling silver, 9 and 18 carat gold alloying area, and the melting furnace. 

Brian Goldberg started as an apprentice jeweller in the 1960s, ‘Working on the upper level had its amusements – looking 
out the window was always a source of  entertainment. The ‘Girls’ on Greeves Street were always there working. You 
would watch the cars slow down, made you laugh, they made quite a decent trade.’

Rodd jewellery, like the silverware, adapted to change. Cufflinks, tiepins and dress rings became a fashion accessory 
reflecting contemporary style. Gold rings had kept its popularity through the decades and by the 1960s Rodd (Australia) 
increased its supply. As Brian recalled, ‘I was sent overseas to buy new equipment. The gold ring machine we imported 
was the first in Australia, and we became Australia’s largest gold ring manufacturer.’
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Reliant on European vogue for current trends, gold plating was introduced into the Hecworth department. A distinctly 
continental influence, Hecworth trays and tea sets were gold plated to accommodate. These high-end products were 
sought after for exclusive official government engagements. Cutlery was also given the luxury treatment, and a custom 
set of  the Jasmine design was produced as a wedding present for the Duke and Duchess of  Kent in 1961. Rodd’s Jasmine 
sweet spoon was everywhere at that time, and no wedding would be complete without at least two sets of  spoons!

‘Wedding gift from Australia’. Source: National Library of Australia, The Canberra Times, Australian Capital Territory,  
8 June 1961.
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Sales promotion pack, c1960. Source: The Rodd Private Collection.
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The cover of the Rodd sales promotion pack, c1960. Source: The Rodd Private Collection.
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An advertisment promoting Rodd’s gift-giving guide to Christmas 1965. Source: National Library of Australia, The Australian Women’s Weekly, 
15 December 1965.
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Chapter 11:
The forgotten 
factory
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T he Rodd (Australia) factory complex was a part of  the St Kilda streetscape for over 30 years. The main buildings 
of  Barkly and Greeves Streets have used the influence of  the 1930s Handley and Tilley buildings in Victoria 
Street, who also produced silverware under the ‘Crusader’ brand. The complex of  warehousing, manufacturing, 

administration and assembly were connected by the existing laneway at 148 Barkly Street, the entry to the back of  the 
Greeves Street complex. The extent of  the factory is fully-documented in the Bruce McCullough Collection.

Bruce McCullough was indentured by Rodd (Australia) Ltd in 1962. His engineering training included tool and die-
making, working with specialised machinery, high-precision turning lathes and milling machines, developing seamless 
wedding ring equipment, as well as creating efficiency techniques. As per Rodd standards, Bruce worked his way through 
the ranks to become the manufacturing manager and director of  Rodd NZ Ltd. In 1969, Bruce McCullough took a 
series of  photos of  the factory complex to create an Australian/New Zealand connection.

 Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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1 The laneway that ends at wooden double doors to 
manufacturing complex

1A	 Lower	floor,	managers’	office
	 Upper	floor,	executive	offices
1B	 Lower	floor,	finished	goods	and	warehouse																																																																																																																																								

Upper	floor,	administration	office
1C	 Lower	floor,	dispatch	department
	 Upper	floor,	knife	assembly	and	finishing																																																																																																																						
1D	 Lower	floor,	Hecworth	stamping/formation	

and	maintenance,	plumbing/electrical																																																																																																																																							
Upper	floor,	Hecworth	fabrication	with	connection	to	
building 2A

1E Warehouse department
2A	 Lower	floor,	cutlery	fettling/polishing	and	silver	

plating                                                                              
	 Upper	floor,	Hecworth	silverware	fabrication,	

Hecworth	silver	electroplating
2B	 Heat	treatment	and	acid	pickling	
2C	 Cutlery	fettling/polishing	
2D	 Engineers	fabrication/arc	welding	and	oxyacetylene	

equipment

3A	 37	Greeves	Street,	lower	floor,	cutlery	press-shop,	
press	tool-making	and	die-sinking																																																									

	 Upper	floor,	jewellery	manufacture/hand-engraving/
precious metal and melting furnace.

3B Access road
3C	 Split-level,	main	manufacturing	building	for	cutlery	

and	jewellery,	press-shop/drop-forging	hammers/
embossing	patterns/forming	of	the	spoon	bowls	and	
fork	head/power	stamping/blanking	presses	and	
rolling machines.

4 and 4A
	 39	Greeves	Street,	administration/product	

development	
5	 Management	and	visitor	car	park

The Rodd factory complex, 2016. Source: Google Maps, The Forgotten Factory, The Laneway Artspace.
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This is the original laneway that ended at the far end of buildings 1C and 1D with double wooden security doors. 
1D had two floors and was linked by a walkway to building 1C. The lower floor of 1D contained the Hecworth brand 
silverware stamping/forming department. The factory maintenance plumbing/electrical department was also located 
in this area. Mechanical maintenance was carried out by engineers from the toolmakers department. The second floor 
of 1D was part of the Hecworth fabrication department and was connected to building 2A. Photograph courtesy the 
Bruce McCullough Collection.
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1E: Building on far left. This was a brick, single-storey building that connected to building 1D, and was part of the warehouse department. 
The Barkly Street end was leased out from time-to-time. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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1A, 1B, 1C: This brick building had two floors. The top floor consisted of the executive offices (1A), the administration office (1B), and the knife 
assembly and finishing department (1C). The total lower floor was in three sections, the finished goods warehouse and managers’ office at the 
Barkly Street end. The Greeves Street end was the dispatch department. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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2A: This brick building had two floors. The top floor housed the Hecworth silverware fabrication, Hecworth silver electroplating and the finished 
goods packing departments. The lower floor contained the cutlery fettling/polishing and silver plating departments. 2C: This single-level wooden 
building, separated from 2A by a passageway, was part of the cutlery fettling/polishing department. 2B: This was a two-storey brick building 
but had no second floor built in. It was the heat treatment and acid pickling department. The nickel silver cutlery blanks had to be heat treated 
(annealed) after various drop forging and side rolling operations had been carried out on the ground floor of building 3C. After annealing the oxide 
had to be removed by soaking in acid pickling bathes and then put through acid neutralising bathes. Hence the large extraction flue on top of 2B. 
Photographs courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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2D: A single level timber/corrugated iron building was the engineers fabrication/arc welding and oxyacetylene equipment department, and housed 
the air compressor for the cutlery and jewellery manufacturing in building 3C. 3C: This was the main manufacturing building for the cutlery and 
jewellery departments. The lower floor housed the press-shop with the drop-forging hammers for embossing the patterns in the handles, and the 
forming of the spoon bowls and fork heads. The power stamping/blanking presses for punching out the raw blanks from nickel silver sheet were 
also located here, together with the powered side-rolling machines used to reduce the thickness of the spoon blanks so the bowl was thinner than 
the handle. Photographs courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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3A: 37 Greeves Street, St Kilda. This brick two-story building was originally residential living quarters for one of the Rodd family’s for a period of time. 
It was nicknamed the ‘flat’ during my apprenticeship. The lower level was incorporated, by the removal of partitioning walls, to become part of the 
open plan cutlery press-shop. The press tool-making and die-sinking departments, where I completed part of my engineering apprenticeship, were 
located in this area facing onto Greeves Street. The upper level housed part of the jewellery manufacturing department, namely the hand-engraving 
department, the bullion weighing scales, and the precious metal, stirling silver, 9 and 18 carat gold alloying area, and the melting furnace.  
4A: 39 Greeves Street, St Kilda. This was a brick building, and was also used for Rodd administration. The administration was re-located to the 
second floor of 150 Barkly Street in c1962. 5: This was the management and visitor car park. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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The factory workshop – the cutleryfettling/polishing and silver plating areas – in building 2A. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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The factory workshop – the cutleryfettling/polishing and silver plating areas – in building 2A. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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The factory workshop – the cutleryfettling/polishing and silver plating areas – in building 2A. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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The factory workshop – the cutleryfettling/polishing and silver plating areas – in building 2A. Photograph courtesy the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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Chapter 12:
Farewell St Kilda 
… for now
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The next decade saw Rodd (Australia) Ltd as an Australian icon. The use of  media was instrumental in keeping 
the Rodd brand fresh, contemporary and widely-advertised. In the 1950s, phrases like ‘Every home can be 
brighter, every meal a pleasure’ struck a chord in the heart of  the conscientious housewife. The 60s, however, 

had a different dynamic. The release of  ‘Stardust’ saw a new approach capitalising on the era of  television. Judy Banks, 
a Melbourne television personality, endorsed the new design, complete with iconic font promoting the glamor of  the 
Melbourne scene. Rodd and Hecworth became the stars of  the Silvo series of  advertisements as they partnered up in 
The Australian Women’s Weekly, later to endorse Goddard’s Silver Polishes.

Rodd (Australia) expanded its media domain and engaged in television promotion. Rodd silverware appeared on the 
quiz show Pick A Box, Coles $6,000 Question with Roland Strong, and Rodd silverware was presented on the Ken James 
cooking segments. 

The cutlery range introduced the new styles Ballerina, Gardenia, Silver Rhapsody and the very modern stainless steel 
Pilgrim, Felicity and Contour – all with the legendary Rodd guarantee. Rodd (Australia) Ltd continued in St Kilda 
through the 1970s, but manufacturing shifted to Rodd (NZ) Ltd, and to Mytton Rodd, Bundoora.

The St Kilda Rodd complex of  old still remains – ramshackle buildings from Barkly Street to Greeves Street. Empty 
offices and factory floors are now rented out to an eclectic array of  businesses. The original jewellery premises of  
37 Greeves Street are now in a shabby state of  disrepair. The Rodd building on 150 Barkly Street remains, but hidden 
by hoardings, and the large oval Rodd sign no longer heralds the passer-by. The laneway, however, at 148 Barkly Street 
is still there. To walk down the divide of  the old factory buildings, one can experience the Rodd past, and imagine the 
sights and sounds of  the once productive factory. – and one of  the greatest success stories from St Kilda.
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Rodd display advertising. Source: National Library of Australia. The Australian Women’s Weekly, 14 December 1960 (left) and  
20 December 1967.
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Rodd display advertising. Source: National Library of Australia. The Australian Women’s Weekly, 3 May 1961 (left) and 26 October 1966.
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The signage promoting The Forgotten Factory living history exhibition at The Laneway Artspace, St Kilda. The Laneway Artspace is 
located at 148A Barkly Street, St Kilda, in what was part of the Rodd factory.
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Chapter 13:
The epilogue
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T he 1960s saw the last of  the original Rodd family – William in 1960 (aged 83), Alfred Horace in 1965 (86) and 
Ethel 1967 (83) – all survived by their children and grandchildren. Ada died in 1965 at the age of  87, and was 
buried with her mother and father in the St Kilda Cemetery.

Mytton Rodd (Australia) finds itself  as the target of  an unfriendly takeover and corporate raid by Lempriere  (who later 
went broke). Mytton Rodd’s excellent General Manager at the time, Pat Rennick, said he knew that Bristile (in Western 
Australia) had fought off  an undesirable suitor. Max and Pat Rennick flew to Western Australia to find out how Bristile 
managed their fight, returning to announce that the two companies had agreed to merge. At the time, this was a great 
success story until the late 1970s when Max was required (by the Articles of  Association) to retire at age 62, the same 
time as the director of  Bristile, Norman Morrison. The enforced double retirement turned out to be a disaster, when one 
of  the large shareholders of  Bristile put their son-in-law, a stockbroker, in as head of  the company. The new Director 
thought that two days a week would be sufficient to manage a company with factories spread across Western Australia, 
Victoria and New Zealand, making products ranging from wedding rings to baths. The resulting loss was reportedly in 
the many millions of  dollars, and the company was broken up.

Maxwell Rodd retired in the late 1970s, but was still on the move. Max and Nan spent a lot time touring Australia by 
campervan at a time when this mode of  transport was barely known. They also travelled widely overseas to lesser-known 
destinations, including an overland bus journey from Kathmandu to London in 1978. Even in his retirement, Maxwell 
attended many of  the reunions for his employees

Maxwell’s main recreation was at the family’s beach house at Mornington, where he relaxed, sailed and played tennis. 
He helped steer the Mornington Yacht Club from an army hut on the pier to a two-storey clubhouse. For 20 years, 
he fostered a sabot fleet and taught young people to sail. This long dedication to the club was honoured with life 
membership.

Maxwell Rodd – a brilliant businessman, entrepreneur, loving father and grandfather – died in 2009 at the age of  91. To 
this day, former employees remember Maxwell with the highest esteem as they wear the Rodd logo close to their hearts.
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Maxwell Rodd, 1917–2009. Photograoh courtesy of the Bruce McCullough Collection.
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The Rodd men. Billie Low (left), Jeffrey Deslandes (son of the late Frank Deslandes), and Brian Goldberg, are reunited at The Forgotten Factory living 
history exhibition at The Laneway Artspace, 2017. Photograph by Geoffrey Williams. Courtesy of The Laneway Artspace.


